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Publications:

The reverse tragedy of the commons: an exploratory account of incentives for under-exploitation in an open innovation environment
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2017

Designers as the Determinants of Aesthetic Innovations
Publication: Research - peer-review › Paper – Annual report year: 2016

From university research to innovation Detecting knowledge transfer via text mining
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2016

Orientations and outcome of interdisciplinary research: the case of research behaviour in translational medical science
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Profile and Trends of FTA and Foresight
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2016

Regional foresight and dynamics of smart specialization: A typology of regional diversification patterns
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2016

The Impact of Educational Diversity and Horizontal Mismatch on Technical Innovation
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2016

Designers as Determinant for Aesthetic Innovations
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Intellectual Property Rights Management: Rookies, Dealers and Strategists
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 2015

Profile and trends in FTA approaches: a bibliometric analysis of special issues of international journals from four FTA conferences
**Smart Specialisation: ‘All roads lead to Rome’**
Tanner, A. N., Piirainen, K. & Alkærsig, L. 2014
Publication: Research › Poster – Annual report year: 2014

**Smart Specialization and Capabilities for Offshore Wind Services around the North Sea**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

**Technological competence mapping in the North Sea region**
Alkærsig, L. & Piirainen, K. 2013 In : ECOWindS Newsletter. 2, p. 4-7
Publication: Communication › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

**The effect of rarity and uncertainty on innovation value**
Alkærsig, L., Beukel, K. & Lauto, G. 2013
Publication: Research - peer-review › Paper – Annual report year: 2014

**The enabling effect of interaction with clinical researchers in life sciences**
Alkærsig, L. & Valentin, F. 2013
Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2013

**Types of learning in complex technological innovations**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

**Projects:**

**Impact Assessment of University Research**
Woltmann, S., Alkærsig, L. & Ersbøll, B. K.
01/09/2015 → 31/08/2018
Project: PhD

**The search for sustainable development and its relation to the dynamic of sectoral innovation systems: An empirical analysis in selected sectors**
Faria, L., Andersen, M. M., Alkærsig, L., Andersen, P. D., Jean, M. S. & Mazzanti, M.
15/12/2012 → 04/07/2016
Project: PhD